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Intersections are a vital component of the urban road network. +eir use is essential for traffic efficiency and operational stability.
In this paper, a dynamic control method for two-phase signal control intersection is proposed by using the intercycle flow
standard deviation. +is technique can dynamically assign weights to different control goals of traffic efficiency and operational
stability. For intersections with large flow fluctuation amplitudes, greater weight is given to the control goal of operational stability
to reduce the sensitivity of the signal control on flow fluctuation. For intersections with a small flow fluctuation amplitude, greater
weight is given to the control goal of traffic efficiency to maximize the intersection throughput. Compared with the plan selection
and pretimed control method, the numerical results can validate that this method has better control performance under different
flow fluctuations amplitude. +e fluctuation range length is significantly optimized, especially in the cases of the low and medium
flow saturation conditions.

1. Introduction

It is generally accepted that the efficient management of
traffic flow to utilize traffic capacity is an essential objective
of traffic signal control. Originally, most signal control in-
tersections were operated by the time-of-day fixed-time
control method, which assumes that traffic demand remains
constant [1]. Previous studies usually presumed that the
arrival rate is constant through the day and that the input
traffic flow is the average traffic flow or the maximum traffic
flow over a period of time [2–4]. In real-world conditions,
traffic demand significantly fluctuates over time. Traffic flow
may vary greatly even at the same time of the day or the same
day of the week [5, 6]. If only a fixed flow is used as the
timing basis, the timing scheme will be susceptible to flow
fluctuation, resulting in poor control reliability [7]. Ana-
lyzing traffic flow fluctuation on signal control has become a
current area of research.

A number of authors have considered the effects of
flow fluctuations on traffic control issues. Research on
traffic fluctuation at intersections can be divided into two
types:

(i) Signal optimization considering flow fluctuation.
+is method usually assumes that traffic flow obeys a
random distribution for representing demand fluc-
tuations [8–11]. However, further analysis on the
mechanism of flow fluctuation amplitude on the
signal control, such as the factors of mean and
variance of the random distribution for traffic flow, is
often overlooked.

(ii) Evaluation of intersections’ operational performance
that considers flow fluctuations. Relevant research
mainly focuses on the signal control performance
under different demand fluctuations but does not
further consider how to use the influence of flow
fluctuations to optimize performance.

To fill the above-mentioned gaps, this paper proposes a
dynamic control method for a two-phase signal control
intersection. +e standard deviation of traffic flow is used as
an input parameter for representing the flow fluctuation
amplitude. +is proposed method will be compared with the
timing control and plan selection control method. +en, the
applicability of this proposed method will be analyzed.
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+e contributions of this paper can be summarized by
the following two perspectives:

(i) +e phenomenon that flow fluctuation exists during
signal cycles. For the first time, the influence of time-
varying traffic flow on signal control intersection is
studied from the perspective of intercycle flow
fluctuation. +e standard deviation of traffic flow
may be the first to be used to represent flow fluc-
tuation amplitude.

(ii) A dynamic control method is proposed for a two-
phase signal control intersection. +e proposed
dynamic model considers both traffic efficiency and
operational stability of the intersection according to
the standard deviation of traffic flow.

Following this introduction, the remainder of this paper
is arranged as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review.
Section 3 gives an introduction on dynamic control method
for intersection. Section 4 proposes the dynamic control
model considering flow fluctuation amplitude. Section 5 is
the comparison between the proposed control method and
signal timing control and the plan selection control method.
In addition, the applicability analysis of dynamic control
method is given. Section 6 presents the conclusion and
discussion on future research directions.

2. Literature Review

To date, several studies have focused on the optimization of
the intersection signal control using the flow fluctuation
amplitude. A multi-objective optimization model using
traffic flow fluctuations has been constructed for single
pretimed-controlled intersections by Zhang et al. [8]. +e
first layer of that model aims to improve the intersection
throughput and the second layer attempts to improve the
stability of signal control. Results show that that effectively
reduces the average delay and improves the robustness of
signal control. However, it only analyzes in 10-minute units.
Heidemann et al. conducted a series of trials in which they
assumed that vehicles, which arrive in a given time interval,
follow a Poisson arrival process and that the number of
vehicles arriving in different but equal time intervals is the
same and is independently distributed. However, they did
not study the flow fluctuation problem from the perspective
of a signal period, nor did they consider the completely
different flow distribution in different consecutive time
intervals [9]. Han proposed an approach for optimizing
traffic signal setting by handling time-varying demands,
where the overall analysis period (usually one hour) is di-
vided into a sequence of subperiods (usually between 5 and
15min). In that model, traffic was constant throughout all
subperiods [10]. Chen et al. proposed a robust signal control
model under the condition of traffic fluctuations. +e
fluctuation of traffic in their paper was considered from
three different aspects: the distribution of traffic demand, the
distribution of base saturation flow rate, and the distribution
of actual travel speed [11].

To date, several studies have focused on the influences of
flow fluctuations on signal control intersection performance.

In an analysis on evaluation of signalized intersection
performance using flow fluctuation amplitude, Lee Han et al.
studied the effects of demand fluctuations on vehicle delays
at the signalized intersections. +ey reported that delay
model based on Webster often regards that demand fluc-
tuation during the whole analysis period (usually 15 minutes
or more) as the same. As a result, the delay estimation at
intersections, where demand fluctuation causes obvious
traffic flow fluctuation, is often lower than the actual value.
+eir research shows that demand fluctuation pattern
during different periods leads to different vehicle average
delay. In other words, the demand fluctuation from low to
high causes a higher average vehicle delay than the pattern
from high to low, even if the overall demand is exactly the
same [5]. Olszewski et al. proposed a coefficient of variation
of 5-minute volumes as a convenient measure of flow
variability. +ey developed a simulation model to study the
effect of fluctuations on signal performance.+e relationship
between the degree of saturation, volume variability, and
average delay was studied for a range of input parameters
[12].

In all those studies, flow fluctuation is recognized as
important for both signal control and performance mea-
surement at intersections. One can find that the previous
research mainly analyzed flow fluctuation during a period of
time and ignored the influence of intercycle flow fluctuation
amplitude (standard deviation).

3. Methodology

3.1. Preliminary. Commonly used traffic flow distribution
functions include negative exponential distribution [13],
shifted negative exponential distribution [14], Erlang dis-
tribution [15], and Cowan’s M3 headway distribution [16].
When traffic flow is assumed to obey these distributions, the
mean and standard deviation of which are fixed. Under the
condition of time-varying traffic flow, most traffic flow
models allow the traffic flow rate to change once in an hour.
Some models allow changes at every 15 minutes. A few
models allow a change of traffic flow rate once every five
minutes, but few models vary once every minute [5].
However, the effect of varying traffic rates has not been
studied. In order to show whether this variation is impor-
tant, traffic data of an actual intersection has been collected.
+e flow data is of the intersection of Nanjing middle road
and Henan middle road in Yangpu District of Shanghai.
+en, the intercycle flow standard deviation is calculated
every 5 cycles. As shown in Figure 1, the standard deviation
of traffic flow varies between 2 and 10, which shows that the
flow fluctuation phenomenon exists in intercycles.

3.2. ProblemDescription. When analyzing traffic flow’s time
headway distribution, many previous studies used the
standard deviation of the speed differences between fol-
lowing cars. In that way, the different regimes can be
identified [14, 17]. In this paper, we use the intercycle
standard deviation of traffic flow, D(t), to represent the flow
fluctuation amplitude. +e larger the value of D(t), the
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greater the flow fluctuation amplitude during a continuous
period of time. Where Q is traffic matrix and n is the number
of cycles, the traffic flow can be expressed as
Q � [q1, q2, q3, . . . , qn] and the average traffic flow is E(Q).
+e intercycle standard deviation of traffic flow, D(t), is
defined as D(t) �

��������������������

(1/n) 
n
w�1 (qw − E(Q))2



.
For each transportation facility, there is a prescribed

method for estimating the capacity and the service level.
In addition, there are some performance indicators that
can be calculated, which reflect on the operation of these
transportation facilities under the given traffic and control
conditions [18]. In this paper, a dynamic control model is
proposed for a two-phase signal control intersection,
which dynamically optimizes the two different perfor-
mance indicators. +ese indicators represent traffic effi-
ciency and the operational stability of the intersection.
+e standard deviation of delay σ(d) is selected to mea-
sure operational stability, while the queue length L is used
to reflect intersection efficiency. Intersections with large
flow standard deviations obtain greater weight for the
operational stability so that the stability control objective
reduces the sensitivity of signal control to flow fluctua-
tions. For intersections with small flow standard devia-
tions, a greater weight is given to the efficiency control
objective by reducing the queue length as much as
possible.

Wide fluctuations of traffic flow will affect the perfor-
mance of traffic signals, as queueing is more likely to occur
and therefore a random delay increases. In this case, opti-
mizing the queue length at the approach road can reduce the
vehicle stop delay, which will improve the traffic efficiency of
the intersection.+erefore, the queue length is used to reflect
the intersection efficiency. At a signal control intersection, a
certain queue length is allowed under certain conditions
[19–21]. Hence, it is essential to set an expected queue
length. When the queue length at the approach road is
greater than the expected queue length, the signal timing
plan should be optimized to increase the intersection
throughput and reduce the queue length gradually. A
flowchart of the dynamic control method is given in
Figure 2.

+e left part of the flowchart gives an introduction on
the process of dynamic control, including the crucial

parameters to be calculated. +e right part shows the
proposed control scheme. In this study, the time horizon
is divided into several discrete time intervals, and each
time interval is indexed by ntc. For each time interval ntc,
the signal control is fulfilled by three stages: perception,
decision-making, and execution. In the perception stage,
the data such as the traffic flow, current signal timing
plan, actual queue length at approach roads of the in-
tersection, and the traffic flow standard deviation is
obtained. In the decision-making period, whether the
current signal control strategy meets the control objective
is judged. In this study, it refers to whether the actual
queue length is more than the expected queue length. If it
is more than the expected queue length, the dynamic
control strategy is implemented to adjust the control
objectives according to flow fluctuation amplitude, and
new signal parameters are calculated. If the actual queue
length is not more than the expected queue length, the
stability control objective is optimized only. Finally, in
the execution stage, the traffic light will carry out the new
signal timing plan.

3.3. Dynamic Control Model considering Flow Fluctuation
Amplitude. To facilitate the model formulation, the key
notations used are summarized in Table 1.

3.3.1. Queue Length at the Approach Road and Delay
Standard Deviation. According to the dynamic control
flowchart, it is necessary to calculate the vehicle queue length
and standard deviation of vehicle delay before creating a
dynamic control model for the signalized intersections.

To create the formula, the time t is used as integer
multiple of signal cycles in this paper. +e queue length is
calculated at the end of every n cycles. +e traffic flow of i

approach road in cycle j is defined as q
j

i . Subsequently, the
queue length of approach No. 1 and approach No. 2 (see
Figure 3) at time t can be calculated by

l1(t) � 

j+n

j

q
j
1tc − nsx1g,

l2(t) � 

j+n

j

q
j
2tc − nsx2g.

(1)

In this paper, the standard deviation of delay σ(d) is
selected to measure operational stability. +e mesoscopic
model is utilized for the derivation of σ(d). For the delay on
an isolated intersection, the distribution P(d) of the delay, d,
is given by [22]

P(d) � αδ(d) + β, 0< d< xir, (2)

where α � 1 − xir/ tc(1 − (qi/s )} and β � tc(1 − (qi/s )}− 1.
In this model, vehicles arrive uniformly in each cycle. For

this uniform delay distribution, the expectation value and
the standard deviation can be calculated by the following
equations:
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Figure 1: +e standard deviation of traffic flow.
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Table 1: Parameter descriptions.

t Time, s

tc Cycle length, s

xig Green time of i approach road, s

xigmin +e minimum green time of i approach road, s

xir Red time of i approach road, s

qi Traffic flow of i approach road, pcu/h, pcu� passenger car unit
s Saturation flow, pcu/h
Δt Every analysis period of signal optimization, s

Li Expected queue length of i approach road, m

li(t) Actual queue length of i approach road, m

limax +e maximum queue length of i approach road, m

e(t) Deviation matrix of actual queue length and expected queue length
D(t) Standard deviation of traffic flow during 5 cycles
D +e maximum standard deviation of traffic flow
η1, η2 +e weight given to optimization objective, η1 + η2 � 1
E(d) +e expectation value of delay, s

σ(d) Standard deviation of delay during 5 cycles
L(·) Objective function

Timeline

0 tc 2tc ntc T… …

Perception Decision-making Execution

(i) Traffic flow
(ii) Signal timing plan 

(i) Calculate actual queue length
(ii) Calculate traffic flow standard deviation

If the actual queue
length is more than the expected

queue length?

(i) Calculate weights to optimize traffic 
efficiency and operational stability

(i) New signal timing plan
(ii) Traffic flow in the next 

analysis period

Y

N

Objective function
(i) Queue length

(ii) Delay standard deviation

Figure 2: +e flowchart of the dynamic control method.
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E(d) � 
xir
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dP(d)d(d) �

x
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  − E
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,
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2

  � 
xir

0
d2P(d)d(d) �

x
3
ir

3tc 1 − qi/s( ( 
,

σ(d) � E(d)

���������������
4tc 1 − qi/s( ( 

3xir

− 1



� E(d)

��������
2xir

3E(d)
− 1



.

(3)

3.3.2. Dynamic Control Method for Signal Control
Intersection. +e actual queue length calculated in the
previous section is compared with the expected queue
length. +e expected queue length refers to the maximum
queue length allowed at the approach road of the inter-
section without affecting the upstream intersection. When
the actual queue length is more than the expected, the
operation of the intersection may affect the upstream in-
tersection due to the impact of traffic flow fluctuations.
Deviation matrix e(t) is used to represent the comparison
results. e(t) can be obtained from the following definitions:

e(t) �

[1, 1], l1(t)> L1, l2(t)> L2,

[1, 0], l1(t)> L1, l2(t)≤ L2,

[0, 1], l1(t)≤ L1, l2(t)> L2,

[0, 0], l1(t)≤ L1, l2(t)≤ L2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

If e(t)is equal to[1, 1], the priority will be given to op-
timize the green time ratio at the approach road with a
longer queue length. If e(t) is equal to [1, 0] or [0, 1], the

signal cycle is unchanged; then, the green time ratio will be
changed to increase the green time of the approach road
where the actual queue length is more than the expected
queue length. If e(t) is equal to[0, 0], then there is no need to
optimize signal timing to reduce the queue length of the
approach road.

In addition to considering the optimization goal of
queue length, the proposed model also takes the delay
standard deviation into account according to the intercycle
flow standard deviation. +e dynamic control function that
simultaneously considers traffic efficiency and operational
stability performance indicators uses the following formula:

minL xig, D(t)  � η1e(t)

l1(t)

l2(t)

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + η2σ(d),

s.t. �

η2 � min 1,
D(t)

D
 ,

η1 � 1 − η2

 xig + tlost


� tc,

li(t)≤ l
i
max,

Li ≤ l
i
max,

xig >xigmin.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

+e maximum standard deviation of traffic flow D is
predetermined. In these equations, η1 is the weight to op-
timize traffic efficiency and η2 is the weight to optimize
operational stability.

3.3.3. Sensitivity Analysis on the Maximum Standard De-
viation of Traffic Flow D. When the traffic efficiency and
operational stability of intersection are dynamically con-
trolled with different weights, the intercycle flow standard
deviation is used as an input parameter to compare with the
maximum flow standard deviation. Hence, it is essential to
predetermine D. A sensitivity analysis on D is conducted in
Figure 4.

When the saturation is more than 0.3, the queue length
at the approach road becomes noticeable. Hence, this paper
only discusses when saturation is greater than 0.3.
Figure 4(a) shows the queue length under different flow
fluctuations when the saturation degree is from 0.3 to 0.6.
+e saturation degree varies between 0.3 and 0.6, and the
maximum saturation degree is less than or equal to 0.6. +e
queue length will be smallest when the maximum intercycle
flow standard deviation is 13, as shown in the red box of
Figure 4(a). Figure 4(b) shows the queue length under
different flow fluctuations when the saturation degree is
from 0.6 to 0.9. +e saturation degree varies between 0.6 and
0.9, and the minimum saturation degree is more than 0.6.

1

2

l1 (t)

l2 (t)

...
...

L2

L1

Figure 3: An intersection layout considering queue length
constraints.
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+e queue length tends to be stable when the maximum
intercycle flow standard deviation is more than 11, as shown
in the red box of Figure 4(b). +erefore, the maximum
intercycle flow standard deviation, D, is set to be 13 when the
saturation is between 0.3 and 0.9.

4. Results

4.1. Comparison Analysis of 5ree Different Signal Control
Strategies. In this section, several factors have been con-
sidered to investigate their effects on dynamic control. +e
period of dynamic control is 5 cycles in this paper; i.e.,
Δt is equal to 5tc. In the following analysis, the following
assumptions have been made:

(1) +e number of vehicle arrivals per cycle is a random
variable with a known probability distribution. In
this study, the normal distribution is employed at the
case of an isolated intersection.

(2) In each signal cycle, vehicle arrivals are uniformly
distributed.

(3) +e saturation flow rate is assumed to be constant.

In this section, the cycle time tc is 90 s and the saturation
flow s is 1800 pcu/h, and the analysis period of signal op-
timization Δt is 450 s. In addition, the expected queue length
of i approach road Li is 150m and the maximum queue
length of i approach road limxa is 180m. +e numerical
simulation experiment is carried out withMATLAB, and the
experimental results are as follows.

To illustrate the applicability of this section’s proposed
model, a dynamic control method is proposed for the signal
timing plan of a two-phase signal control intersection. +en,
the pretimed control and plan selection control method are
compared with the proposed method. +e Webster method
is used to determine the timing plans of pretimed control
and plan selection control method. Under the pretimed
control strategy, the signal timing plan is obtained based on
the maximum 15min flow during the peak period. Two

signal timing plans are utilized under the plan selection
control method. One scheme is calculated based on the
maximum 15min flow during peak period, and the other is
obtained based on 70% of the maximum 15min flow during
peak period. +e performance indicators of standard de-
viation, average queue length, and average delay are ana-
lyzed separately under various saturation with different
intercycle flow standard deviation.

4.1.1. 5e Standard Deviation of Queue Length at an Ap-
proach Road. Figure 5 shows that in each flow saturation, as
the intercycle flow standard deviation increases, the STD of
the generated queue length is increased. +e graph shows
that the phenomenon of flow fluctuation at the approach
road of the intersection has a significant impact on the signal
control. When the saturation is low, the STD of queue
length, which is caused by dynamic control strategy, is
significantly lower than that by the other two control
strategies. +is effect is shown in a red box. As the saturation
continues to rise, the STD of queue length gradually in-
creases. However, it can be seen that the STD of queue length
generated by the proposed method is lower than the two
control strategies. +e red straight line illustrates this
phenomenon.

+ese findings, while preliminary, suggest that the
overall impact of the standard deviation of the queue length
at the lowermean traffic flow could be considered less crucial
than that at the higher mean traffic flow with respect to the
efficiency point of view. Moreover, the result obtained for
the trend change of the standard deviation of the queue
length with respect to the standard deviation of traffic flow
shows an expected trend.

4.1.2. 5e Average Queue Length at an Approach Road.
As shown in the red boxes in Figure 6, in the early stages, the
growth trend of the average queue length caused is slower.
On the whole, the average queue length index of the dynamic
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Figure 4: Different standard deviations of traffic flow D corresponding to average queue length under different saturations. (a) Saturation
degree is from 0.3 to 0.6. (b) Saturation degree is from 0.6 to 0.9.
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control method is better than the other two methods.
Compared with the plan selection and pretimed control
method, the control strategy can better ensure that the
average queue length is smaller when the mean traffic flow is
smaller. But under the same circumstances, small flow
fluctuations may lead to larger average queue length caused
by the other two control strategies, as shown in the dashed
box.

4.1.3. 5e Average Delay of an Approach Road. As shown in
Figure 7, the average delay caused by dynamic control
strategy is generally lower than that generated by the plan
selection and pretimed control strategies. At the same time,
as flow saturation continues to increase, the average delay
growth trend is more gentle than other methods. Given the
differences of the average queue lengths of the methods in
Figure 6, the average delays are expected to be compatible
with the respective mean queue lengths.

In summary, these results support the idea of flow
fluctuation amplitude having significant impacts on signal
control performance at intersections. Hence, it is critical to
consider the traffic flow fluctuation when conducting signal
control research on urban intersections.

4.2. Applicability Analysis of the Dynamic Control Method.
In this section, the variation range of intersection perfor-
mance indicators is analyzed under the dynamic control and
plan selection control method. +e variation ranges of the

three performance indicators (STD of queue length, average
queue length, and average delay) are separately calculated.
Figure 8 shows the variation ranges under the two control
strategies and the optimized percentage of the variation
range.

In the previous section, under different saturation
degree, the fluctuation range of three performance indi-
cators (standard deviation of queue length, average queue
length, and average delay) with different flow fluctuation
is obtained. Taking the average queue length as an ex-
ample, the fluctuation range of average queue length
under dynamic control method is FLd, the fluctuation
range of average queue length under plan selection
control method is FLp, and the optimized percentage is
calculated by

optimized perentage �
FLp − FLd

FLp

. (6)

As shown in Figure 8(a), the optimization of the vari-
ation range in the STD of queue length is apparent. When
the intercycle average flow is less than 36, the optimized
percentage is more than 10%. In Figure 8(b), when the
intercycle average flow is less than 37, the optimized per-
centage of variation range in the queue length is more than
10%. In Figure 8(c), the variation range in the average delay
is slight, which is not as obvious as that of the other two
indicators. +e variation range results on minimum and
maximum are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 5: Standard deviation of queue length under different saturations with different intercycle flow standard deviations. (a) Dynamic
control. (b) Plan selection control. (c) Pretimed control.
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Figure 6: Average queue length under different saturations with different intercycle flow standard deviations. (a) Dynamic control. (b) Plan
selection control. (c) Pretimed control.
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Figure 7: Average delay under different saturations with different intercycle flow standard deviations. (a) Dynamic control. (b) Plan
selection control. (c) Pretimed control.
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Figure 8: Continued.
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+e present results are significant in at least two major
respects:

(i) +e results imply that the proposed method can
improve the signal control effect under different flow
fluctuations amplitude, which would have been
much more significant at flow rates close to the
saturation.

(ii) +e flow fluctuation amplitude at intersections has a
significant effect on signal control performance. If
the traffic flow saturation is high, the control per-
formance is more sensitive due to the flow fluctu-
ation amplitude. +is finding shows the level of
robustness of the methods employed at the high
saturation levels.

+erefore, it is vital to strengthen the consideration of
influences caused by the fluctuation amplitude in traffic flow
at intersections.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a dynamic control method for the two-
phase signal control intersection is proposed, where the
standard deviation of intercycle traffic flow is used to

represent the flow fluctuation amplitude. On the basis of
the intercycle traffic flow standard deviation, the pro-
posed model dynamically adjusts the traffic efficiency
and operational stability of the intersection. +e dynamic
control method is compared with the plan selection and
pretimed control method. A numerical study is per-
formed by taking into account various factors (i.e.,
standard deviation, average queue length, and average
delay). In addition, it can be seen from the results that the
proposed method has a better control performance than
the comparable method under different flow fluctuation
amplitudes. Especially in low and medium flow satura-
tion conditions, the fluctuation range of the standard
deviation and average queue length is significantly
improved.

In summary, it is critical to consider the influence of
the flow fluctuation amplitude on the signal control
performance at intersections. In this paper, the dynamical
control method for two-phase intersection is only con-
sidered. It is potentially important to investigate the signal
control method for different control types. As only nu-
merical experiments have been carried out in this paper, it
is necessary for further verification to use actual data on
appropriate simulation experiments and/or conduct
suitable field tests.
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presented herein.
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Figure 8: +e optimization of fluctuation range in different performance indicators. (a) +e optimization of variation range in standard
deviation of queue length. (b)+e optimization of variation range in average queue length. (c)+e optimization of variation range in average
delay.

Table 2: +e minimum and maximum optimized percentage of
variation range.

Performance indicator
+e optimization of variation

range
Minimum (%) Maximum (%)

Standard deviation of queue
length 6 31

Average queue length 5 34
Average delay 2 7
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